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About This Game

Plunge into court politics and change the course of history, or pursue a love affair that rocks the kingdom to its foundations!

"Affairs of the Court" is an epic interactive fantasy novel by Heather Albano and Adam Strong-Morse. It's a tale of romance,
deception and court intrigue, where your choices control the story. The game is entirely text-based--223,000 words, without

graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Will you play as male or female? Gay, straight, or bi? Match wits with the schemers of the court, or play your suitors off each
other? Will you find true love? Gain a crown? Lose your head?
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It's a bird, it's a plane ...

It is fun, looking forward to multiplayer games.. single worst shooter i have ever played and managed to get every acheivment in
12 minutes on the only server on the only map. I'm blown away by the quality of this game. To be honest it probably will be my
GOTY as unlike pretty much every game released within the last year and a half, THIS ACTUALLY WORKS.

Pros:
-Planting seeds so good.
-Picking apples so good.
-Voting UKIP to get the apples deported so good.
-Allowing you to become immersed in thinking you are Big Duke from Tracy Beaker with his gardening skills so good.
-Allowing you to roll a double lip in Aylmer Tower go good.

Cons:
-No multiplayer therefore the game will never have a pro scene which is really disappointing.
-Palfrey no longer uses Steam so he cannot experience this wonderful game.

Therefore I'd say 9.92479272812748248274 \/ 10 = Pretty Good!

It's fun,
it's fast,
it's Fruits Inc.!

. The games I played were majority bots (at least all of their names indicated they were a bot) and only 2-3 other players. The
concept is fantastic and I could get behind this game, but the bots should be removed.

8/10 for concept and design
2/10 because bots
5/10 overall. I love this otome.

It's a classic example of I came for the setting and art but stayed for the story.

There are at least 5 endings for every character route - 6 for Yune. That's... a lot more than the typical 2 or 3, meaning I felt a lot
more like my decisions made a difference to the story and were therefore all the more satisfying. Unlike Hakuoki or
Nightshade, it was more like Amnesia, where getting all of the other route endings was half the fun.

The main character was also a surprise. I expected a kind-hearted otome mc with the typical insecurities and baggage. What I
got was a well-trained, dutiful officer of the law, who is both confident in her blade, her moral direction, and herself.

This, coupled with great artwork, an industrial age setting, and superb voice acting made this an absolute pleasure to play.

My rating? 8/10. Securom, another game that became a pain in the♥♥♥♥♥for the paying customer just because "♥♥♥♥ the
people that buys our♥♥♥♥♥♥quot; right Trashcom?. Recording software that allows you to customize overlays, which audio
input(s)/outputs you record, has many encoding options and records HD with no slowdown/FPS drop even on an older dual core
processor.

However, to me the best feature is the 10 second recording buffer; you can set it to constantly record and only when you hit the
hotkey you setup does it dump the last 10 seconds (edit: this is configurable so it can be up to 5 minutes) of video into a file. So,
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you don't have to maintain massive files and cut them down to the funny parts, just hit the record key after something neat
happens and blam there you go you got the last 10 seconds of video saved.

It is easy to use, intuitive, and once you setup the options how you like them you don't have to fuss with it just load it up before
you play a game that you'd want to record and you're all set.

Note: this can work just as well for non-games and recording your desktop/all windows for instructional/tutorial purposes

edit: updated wording about audio inputs and recording them. You're not a true gamer until you've beaten this game

Change my mind!

Minimum PC: RTX 2080Ti \/ i9 9900K \/ 16gb RAM - Win 10 64bit
Recommended PC: Nvidia TNT2 \/ Pentium III \/ 128mb RAM - Win 98. Best music available in the entire game
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If You Enjoy really fast-paced games, YOU NEED THIS. Wish There was a multiplayer vs mode tho.
. Simple, enjoyable, free, well worth downloading. Be nice if colours are added in the future.. Rogue Fable III is in my opinion
the most enjoyable "coffee break" roguelike - true to its roguelike roots, but very accessible and enjoyable. I can highly
recommend it to everyone who enjoy tactics heavy games like X-Com series, as well as to enthusiasts of any other roguelike
games.. Visually dull, unengaging, repetitive garbage game.. Amazing soundtrack. Great resource pack that works well with the
other DS pack.. Definitley not worth any amount of money.
Just don't buy, don't play & enjoy life.

Pro; One achievement that you get for pretty much starting up the game.
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